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ABSTRACT

This paper shows that the dictation task, a well-known testing instrument in language education, has untapped potential as a research tool for studying speech perception. We describe how transcriptions can be scored on measures of lexical, orthographic, phonological, and semantic similarity to target phrases to provide comprehensive information about accuracy at different processing levels. The former three measures are automatically extractable, increasing objectivity, and the middle two are gradient, providing finer-grained information than traditionally used. We evaluate the measures in an English dictation task featuring phonetically reduced continuous speech. Whereas the lexical and orthographic measures emphasize listeners’ word identification difficulties, the phonological measure demonstrates that listeners can often still recover phonological features, and the semantic measure captures their ability to get the gist of the utterances. Correlational analyses and a discussion of practical and theoretical considerations show that combining multiple measures improves the dictation task’s utility as a research tool.
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1. INTRODUCTION

One of the most straightforward ways to test how accurately listeners can decode the acoustic speech signal into linguistic units, such as words, is to have them transcribe a stretch of speech. In the field of applied linguistics, this method is known as the dictation task, and we argue in this paper that the dictation task has untapped potential as a phonetics research tool for the study of speech perception.

In second language (L2) learning and teaching, the dictation task is widely used both as a pedagogical tool and as a testing instrument for listening skills [15, 16, 19, 23]. The dictation task is particularly relevant for training and evaluating perceptual processing abilities, such as phoneme recognition and lexical segmentation [7, 22]. Despite the ubiquity of the dictation task in language education, however, it has seen relatively little use in the field of phonetics, even though written transcriptions of speech are often used in the context of speech intelligibility research [12].

An important reason why dictation is underutilized in phonetics research may be that detailed scoring measures have yet to be developed. In applied linguistics, transcriptions in dictation tasks are usually scored for word- or phrase-level accuracy, with potential latitude given by human raters for mispellings [2, 21]. The percent of words correctly identified is also a typical scoring measure in the field of speech intelligibility testing [12]. However, examining only the proportion of words accurately transcribed does not differentiate completely wrong and more nearly right answers. Consider the utterance “my Friday night” spoken with the consonants not clearly articulated, which one listener transcribes as “my friend and I” and another as “my family” in the experiment we report. Both answers match the target phrase in exactly one word, but the former is a better phonological match. Binary measures like word error rate ignore finer distinctions between answers at the phonological level, such as how well listeners can recover the target words’ phonetic features.

We propose that considerable information about listeners’ perceptual abilities can be gained by scoring transcriptions with a broader range of measures that capture accuracy at different processing levels. Moreover, using automatically calculated measures increases scoring objectivity. Finally, complementing word-, letter-, and phoneme-based measures with a semantic accuracy measure provides insight into the communicative consequences of perceptual errors.

This paper demonstrates how a dictation task with more precise measures can be used to study speech perception. Specifically, we present four measures—lexical error rate, orthographic edit distance, phonological edit distance, and semantic error rate—and evaluate their usefulness when applied to a dictation study investigating how non-native listeners perceive casual speech with severe speech reductions.

Speech reductions, in which segments and even syllables are weakly articulated or altogether missing, are a hallmark of the casual speech register [6, 10]. While native (L1) listeners can easily process reduced words presented in context, e.g., [3, 9, 11], reductions often cause comprehension problems for non-native listeners, who tend to have less exposure to these pronunciation variants [1, 5].
We tested Dutch non-native and American English native listeners on a fill-in-the-blank dictation task with American English target phrases containing massive phonetic reductions, presented in sentential contexts. To evaluate the four dictation measures, we analyze how well they distinguish the listener groups, how performance differs across the measures, how the measures correlate with the non-natives’ language proficiency and usage, and how the measures correlate with each other. Following these analyses, we discuss the measures’ utility based on practical and theoretical considerations.

2. MEASURES

This section describes in detail the measures that we propose and evaluate. All measures yield scores between zero and one, with zero indicating a perfect match between a transcription and target phrase. For the first three measures, which are calculated programmatically, transcriptions are pre-processed to remove capitalization, punctuation, and extra spaces.

2.1. Lexical error rate

The traditional dictation scoring method (as described in, e.g., [2, 8]) involves calculating the lexical error rate, which is simply the proportion of words in the target phrase that are absent in the participant’s transcription. For example, for the target phrase “She wants to be a police officer,” the transcription “She is a police officer” receives a score of 0.43 (3/7 of target words missing). To avoid reliance on human judgments about the source or severity of spelling errors, words must be spelled correctly to count.

2.2. Orthographic edit distance

The orthographic edit distance is a measure of how accurately listeners perceived the sounds of the target phrase, using letters as a proxy for sounds. Compared to the lexical error rate, it gives more credit to imperfect transcriptions containing similar sets of letters in similar orders to those of the target phrases.

We implement the orthographic edit distance between the transcribed and target phrases as the two strings’ Levenshtein distance: the minimum number of single-character edits, namely, insertions, deletions, or substitutions, required to transform one into the other [14]. For instance, to transform the transcription “my fright night” into the target phrase “my Friday night” requires minimally three substitutions: replacing the last three characters of “fright.” To normalize the edit distance to lie between zero and one, we divide it by the number of characters in the longer phrase, as this length represents the maximum possible distance between two items.

2.3. Phonological edit distance

The phonological edit distance, based on methods used to phonetically measure dialect distance [18], provides a closer estimate of how well participants were able to recover the phonemes, and even the specific phonological features, of the target phrase. It is based on the same principle as the orthographic edit distance, but it uses phonemes rather than letters and captures the insight that some phonemes are more similar to each other than others. Thus, replacing a /h/ with a /d/ incurs less penalty than replacing it with /n/ because fewer features change.

To calculate the phonological edit distance, the target phrase and transcribed phrases are first converted from Latin letters to IPA characters using a word-to-phoneme dictionary, such as the CMU Pronouncing Dictionary for English [3]. Words not in the dictionary, such as misspellings or uncommon names, are converted to IPA characters using a grapheme-to-phoneme engine, such as g2p_en [20].

Once the IPA transcription of the target phrase and participant transcription are obtained, the phonological edit distance is calculated using the weighted feature edit distance of the PanPhon library [17], which represents every IPA segment as a vector of phonological features and weights the costs of feature edits differently depending on their class and subjective variability. To normalize the phonological edit distance to lie between zero and one, we then divide it by the weighted feature edit distance between an empty string and the longer of the two strings, as this represents the maximum possible weighted feature edit distance between them.

2.4. Semantic error rate

The semantic error rate gauges how well a transcription conveys the broad meaning of a target phrase. The target phrase is broken down into its key conceptual elements, defined by the phrase’s open-class lemmas and personal pronouns. For example, for the target phrase “since I stopped going to the gym,” the key elements are I, stop, go, and gym. We score the participant transcriptions manually by calculating the proportion of key concepts from the target phrase that are missing from the transcribed phrase, interpreting any spelling errors generously. For a noun-phrase concept to count as present, it must fill the correct thematic role in the sentence, and for a verbal concept to count, the verb’s polarity (positive/negative), but not tense or aspect, has to match that of the target phrase. Thus, for the example given above, the transcription “since I’m going to the gym” receives a score of 0.25 (1/4 key concepts [stop] missing), and “since I went to Germany” scores 0.50 (2/4 key concepts [stop, gym] missing).
3. METHODS

To evaluate the four dictation measures, we implemented them in a dictation task with reduced speech given to non-native and native listeners.

3.1. Participants

The participants were 116 native Dutch speakers (mean age = 21.7 years, SD = 2.8) with advanced L2 English proficiency and 25 native American English speakers (mean age = 24.1 years, SD = 2.7).

3.2. Materials

The dictation task comprised eight fragments of spontaneous English speech produced by a female American from Arizona in an informal dialogue. Each fragment was one or two sentences long and contained highly reduced productions. For each fragment, a critical sequence of consecutive words was selected to be the fill-in-the-blank target phrase for participants to transcribe. The target phrases and their broad phonetic transcriptions, illustrating massive reductions, are listed in Table 1.

### Table 1: Dictation task target phrases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target Phrase</th>
<th>Transcription of Phrase as Spoken</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I didn’t really know that, but I need to take it to graduate</td>
<td>aɪ m Ali noʊ ðeː t bot aɪ nɪə teɪktə guədʒet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>since I stopped going to the gym</td>
<td>sɛɪ stɒp gʌwɪŋa ʤɛm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>She wants to be a police officer</td>
<td>ʃɛn s i pəliːs əvɑsəI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I was thinking of just applying to jobs in San Diego</td>
<td>aɪz ðʌmə ʤɪst əplɑɪnə ʤæbəz m sæn diɛgoʊ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My Friday night</td>
<td>ma fiɛ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>she’s gonna let me know for sure today</td>
<td>fiʃ gənə lɛt mi noʊ fɔʊ fi joʊ tədiɛ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘cause that way we can be together</td>
<td>kςə tɛi i kn: bɪ dæɡədæI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I told him that I was thinking about going to</td>
<td>aɪ tʊld ɪm ðeɪt aɪz ðɛmə ɡʊŋə</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3. Procedures

The dictation task was presented in the form of an online, self-paced Qualtrics survey with one audio fragment per page, which could be replayed as often as desired. On each page, a partial transcription of the recording was provided, and the participants’ task was to listen to the recording and to type in the missing words in the blank.

After the dictation task, all Dutch participants completed a language background questionnaire, and a subset (n = 45) took the LexTale [13], a measure of their English vocabulary knowledge.

3.4. Data pre-processing

To make the transcriptions comparable to each other and to the target phrases for automatic scoring, we processed the data so that for each contraction in the target phrases, all versions of that contraction in the transcriptions were converted to the same form (e.g., “because”, “’cause”, and “cuz” were all mapped onto “’cause.”). As the Dutch listeners often wrote compound nouns as one word (e.g., “policeofficer” for “police officer”), we separated these forms into two words to avoid penalizing this error pattern relating to orthography rather than speech perception.

4. RESULTS

The four dictation measures clearly distinguish the transcriptions of non-native and native listeners. As shown in Figure 1, the Dutch listeners performed significantly worse than the American listeners on all measures (phonological distance (t(415.13) = 16.58), orthographic distance (t(343.27) = 17.41), lexical error rate (t(329.99) = 16.53), and semantic error rate (t(297.60) = 12.73); all p’s < 0.001).

### Figure 1: Mean dictation scores for the set of transcriptions made by Dutch (L2) listeners and American (L1) listeners, with bar height representing the amount of error and error bars representing the standard error of the mean.

The four measures also show that participants’ answers incorporate more phonological and semantic information than lexical error rate alone might suggest. Transcriptions were most different from the target phrases in lexical error rate, which was higher than orthographic distance and semantic error rate (t(140) = 21.22 and t(140) = 13.25 respectively, both p’s < 0.001). Transcriptions were closest to the target phrases in phonological distance, as this score was lower than the orthographic distance, semantic error rate, and lexical error rate (t(140) = 35.95, t(140) = 385
17.02, and $t(140) = 34.08$, respectively, all $p$’s < 0.001). The scores for the measures of orthographic distance and semantic error rate were equivalent ($t(140) = 1.80$, $p = 0.07$).

For each of the four measures, an overall dictation score was calculated for each participant by averaging across the eight items. Table 2 presents correlations between the Dutch listeners’ four overall dictation scores and their self-rated English language proficiency in speaking, listening, reading, and writing; their average weekly hours of English listening and speaking; and their LexTale scores.

Table 2: Correlations between Dutch listeners’ dictation scores on the four measures and language background questionnaire variables (*$p < 0.05$, **$p < 0.0018$, the Bonferroni-corrected alpha).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Self-Rated Proficiency</th>
<th>PHON</th>
<th>ORTH</th>
<th>LEX</th>
<th>SEM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Speaking</td>
<td>-.19*</td>
<td>-.23*</td>
<td>-.30**</td>
<td>-.27*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Listening</td>
<td>-.24*</td>
<td>-.25*</td>
<td>-.31**</td>
<td>-.32**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writing</td>
<td>-.19*</td>
<td>-.23*</td>
<td>-.27*</td>
<td>-.23**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading</td>
<td>-.24*</td>
<td>-.29**</td>
<td>-.32**</td>
<td>-.30**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weekly Hours</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Listening</td>
<td>-.03</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>-.07</td>
<td>-.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LexTale</td>
<td>-.36*</td>
<td>-.35*</td>
<td>-.44*</td>
<td>-.40*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown in Table 3, the four measures have medium to high correlations with each other. The orthographic distance correlates highly with both the lexical error rate and phonological distance; this follows from the fact that they all depend on the specific letter sequences in the transcription for their calculation. As to be expected, the lowest correlation is between the semantic and phonological measures.

Table 3: Matrix of Pearson correlation coefficients for the transcriptions’ scores on the four measures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PHON</th>
<th>ORTH</th>
<th>LEX</th>
<th>SEM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PHON</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>.77</td>
<td>.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORTH</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>.92</td>
<td>.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEX</td>
<td>.77</td>
<td>.92</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEM</td>
<td>.67</td>
<td>.79</td>
<td>.87</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. DISCUSSION

This paper demonstrated how four measures targeting accuracy at different levels, with different degrees of granularity involved in their calculation, can be used to score dictation data, thereby increasing the amount of information that dictation tasks can yield for speech perception research.

From a practical standpoint, the easiest measures to implement are lexical error rate and orthographic edit distance as they are both calculated automatically and do not need an external data source. Phonological edit distance, while automatically calculated, requires a dictionary for converting words or graphemes to phonemes, which may be hard to find for some languages. Semantic error rate, relying on a human rater, is more time-consuming, subjective, and error-prone. It could conceivably be automated with the right language model, but the time investment may be prohibitively high except for very large data sets.

Given the four measures’ high intercorrelations, using a subset of them can still be informative. For instance, the lexical and orthographic measures, both based on the degree of matching between the letter sequences in the transcription and target phrase, provide almost the same information except that the former is binary (a word matches exactly or not at all) while the latter is a gradient (similarly spelled words are less penalized). Thus, unless spelling accuracy is of additional theoretical interest, the orthographic edit distance could be used by itself as it already provides a very good estimate of word recognition ability.

Combining the phonological edit distance and the semantic error rate, which themselves have a lower intercorrelation, sheds light on different aspects of performance: how accurately phonological features were recovered from the acoustic signal and how well the meaning of the utterances was comprehended. As listeners may employ different transcription strategies, prioritizing either bottom-up or top-down information, using both measures paints a more complete picture of their abilities.

Using writing as a proxy for speech perception comes with some caveats. For non-native listeners, whose sound-to-orthography mappings can differ from those of native listeners, dictation performance may be less informative about their actual sound representations. Also, since listeners tend to write real words even when they are not a perfect match for the perceived input, errors in letter sequences unrelated to the sounds actually perceived can arise. Still, the phonological distance measure allows the dictation task to evaluate phoneme perception, even for English with its notoriously irregular spelling system.

Overall, the combination of lexical, orthographic, phonological, and semantic similarity measures provides richer information than the traditional word error rate about what linguistic units listeners recover from the speech input. While we have shown how these measures can be used to analyze transcriptions of reduced speech, they are also suitable for any research on speech perception in difficult conditions, whether these involve properties of the speech itself, background noise, or listener characteristics.
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